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Bulago High-Grade Gold Exploration Program Update
Plus Details of Additional Prospects
Frontier Resources Ltd is pleased to announce a progress update regarding the ongoing
exploration program at EL 1595 – Bulago, in Papua New Guinea.
¾ The duration and scope of the exploration program has been more than doubled
due to resounding exploration success and the high prospectivity of the area
(as noted by the Managing Director during his 3.5 weeks program supervision onsite).

¾ All the known occurrences of very high-grade gold in outcrop at the Suguma
Prospect have been re-located, sampled, mapped and evaluated.
Ö Multiple orientations of high-grade mineralisation were noted and the gold mineralisation
model for Suguma has been substantially refined. Prospectivity has increased
commensurately.
Ö Drilling targets have potentially been defined at the Suguma Prospect for evaluation in
2010 (subject to capital constraints).
Ö The Suguma rock samples have been shipped to the laboratory and assay results are
expected to be announced in late December.

¾ Massive sulphide skarn and new massive sulphide vein and breccia (hosted by
intrusive) outcrops were discovered, mapped and sampled at the Funutu Prospect.
Ö The skarn discovery is highly significant because it was previously considered NOT possible.
The limestones were hypothesised as being thrust faulted on top of /post intrusion. This
means the entire 10km length of the basin margin is prospective for skarn deposits.
Ö The skarn mineralisation consists of very strong galena [lead] and sphalerite [zinc], with
minor chalcopyrite [copper] and probable precious metals [requires assaying]. The outcrop
occurs to the south of Funutu where massive magnetite skarn outcrop was also discovered.
Ö A recent landslip obscures most of the general area of previously noted high-grade gold
outcrop making sampling and hand trenching impossible and evaluation more difficult.

¾ A massive 7 sq km soil sampling grid will cover many of the strongly gold
anomalous prospective drainages and be completed in mid December.
¾ The continuing exploration should discover additional major zones of precious and
base metal mineralisation and enhance the EL’s overall prospectivity.
¾ The exploration team consists of 6 geologists (with more than 120 years of
experience), plus 11 field technicians and 45 landowner labourers.
¾ Several additional high-quality precious and base-metal prospects remain to be
sampled and evaluated and historic results are described below for the first time.
¾ A possible Joint Venture partner with an operating ‘World Class’ copper mine has
evaluated the project data and visited the site.

DETAILS
•

The Bulago Exploration License is located in the Southern Highlands Province of Papua New
Guinea between the World Class OK-Tedi porphyry copper-gold Deposit and the World Class
Porgera intrusive related / epithermal gold Deposit. Figure 1 shows the location of Frontier’s
projects in PNG and figure 2 shows an SRTM – satellite image of the EL area.

•

Targets are very highgrade
intrusive
related
and
epithermal gold, very
high-grade lead –zinc –
copper –gold -silver
skarns and veins plus
bulk mineable, lower
grade
intrusive
related gold deposits.

•

The present area of
interest is large (at
about 14 sq km - see
Figure 3) and outcrop
is often very limited,
even in the creeks due
to their steepness,
landslips
and
associated alluvial fill.

•

The
exploration
program is a major
undertaking
evaluating the known
high-grade
gold
targets with outcrop
traverse,
composite
channel chip and grab
sampling, with limited
hand trenching along
strike
(where
possible).

•

A massive 7 sq km soil
sampling grid is being
undertaken to define
additional
discrete
areas of precious and
base
metal
mineralisation.

•

The soil grid will consist of up to 70 kilometres of lines that are generally on a 100m spacing
(but locally also 200m), with samples collected at 25m downline intervals. Up to 2,800 soil
samples will be collected, subject to the constraints imposed by the rugged terrain.

•

Geological mapping is being undertaken to define mineralisation trends, to allow the creation
of mineralisation models for the prospects and to assist in refining future drilling targets.

•

An extensive hand trenching program was planned on the high-grade gold targets, but this has
proven difficult to accomplish. Hand trenching has been undertaken at the Bulalo (AuK1)
Prospect (see below for a description of the project). However, due to various strategic,
technical and logistic reasons it was also decided to undertake a much broader based program
and evaluate as much of the area for gold and base metal mineralisation as possible, prior to
undertaking a large amount of detailed work at any particular prospect.
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BULAGO GOLD AND BASE
METAL DRAINAGE ANOMALIES
•

The Bulago drainage basin
contains a very well
defined,
strong
and
cohesive
approximately
14 sq km gold in stream
sediment and panned
concentrate
anomaly
(Figure 3).

•

There are 6 discrete and
large
prospect
areas
within this gold anomaly,
including Suguma and
Funutu (Figure 4).

•

The prospects are located
within a large (3.5km x
5.5km),
well-defined
embayed but pseudoelliptical gold, zinc and
copper (+/- lead) drainage
anomaly (Figures 3 & 4),
that covers a centrally
located porphyry copper /
gold mineralised intrusive
within
an
elliptical
drainage basin.

•

Precious and base metal
anomalism continues up
to and into the peripheral
limestones demonstrating
the
potential
for
economic skarn deposits.

SUGUMA PROSPECT
•

The Suguma Prospect is
located to the NW of a
large (1 sq km) copper
and disjointed gold in
ridge and spur sample soil
anomaly.

•

The general Suguma area
is defined by a higher
tenor pan concentrate
gold
and
coincident
stream sediment silt gold
anomaly,
plus
semicoincident strong zinc (~1
sq km) and lead (~0.25 sq
km), plus lower level
copper
in
stream
sediment silt.

•

The Suguma Prospect area
itself has never been soil sampled in detail. There are two historic ridge and spur soil lines
that are separated by about 600m.
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o The western soil line has two discrete gold anomalies that are 60m and 120m long, with
peak grades of 0.49 g/t gold and 1.22 g/t gold, respectively.
o These soil anomalies are located about 150m west of the main Suguma mineralisation and
likely represent its strike extension in that direction and evidence of a possible sub-parallel
second zone of mineralisation, respectively.
o Two pits were dug in the 1.22 g/t gold anomaly (named Anomaly 10) and the peak pit value
returned 0.604 g/t gold. This is highly encouraging. It was noted that both pits may not
have penetrated the talus/scree and reached bedrock. Further work was recommended but
never undertaken. This remains to be followed up by Frontier.
o The eastern soil line is discussed under the Ima Zone bullet point below.
•

Suguma has very high gold grades in structures to unknown maximum widths in both the
intrusives and contact aureole sediments. Variable quantities of base metal sulphides
(sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite) and arsenopyrite occur in the more strongly gold
mineralised areas. Semi-massive mineralisation is common, along with disseminations and
fracture coatings, mostly of pyrite and pyrrhotite.

•

Historic Suguma channel samples of semi-massive sulphidic veining and breccia outcrop
include a true width of 1.4m of 55 g/t gold + 34 g/t silver. Apparent widths (sampled along
strike/down dip) included 15m of 57.4 g/t gold, 6m of 72.2 g/t gold, 0.85m of 754 g/t gold
and 2m of 188 g/t gold, with silver and base metal credits (see Figure 5).

•

Petrographic and electron microprobe work by a previous explorer noted coarse free gold and
also fine gold associated with sulphides in the high grade samples. The work suggested the
copper, zinc and iron sulphides likely represent an early stage of mineralisation and the gold,
arsenic and lead mineralisation is a later phase.

•

The very high-grade gold that was discovered in outcrop at the Suguma Prospect by previous
explorers was all re-located, sampled, mapped and evaluated by Frontier.

•

Several new zones of base-metal + likely gold mineralisation were discovered by the field
crews. The true width of all these zones is often difficult to establish, given the orientation of
the mineralised zones combined with topographic constraints (ie you can’t see the width).

•

The last substantive exploration was conducted at Suguma in 1988, with the drilling of 5
highly optimistic (large step-out and thus poorly conceived) diamond core holes, which failed
to intersect potentially economic grades of gold mineralisation.

•

The known gold mineralised zones were not tested for moderate/steep to vertical controls on
the mineralisation due to their simplistic model that dictated the mineralisation should be on
the same orientation as the slope of the ridge (a dip slope model).

•

Information gained from Frontier’s geological mapping at Suguma has allowed a substantial
refinement of the previous gold mineralisation model.

•

There are now 5 known gold mineralised structural orientations at Suguma, including subvertical and dip slope (both on 2 orientations), plus flat lying. Intersections of these
mineralised structures will result in plunging high-grade shoots of gold mineralisation that
comprise valid drilling targets for 2010 (subject to Frontier’s capital constraints).

•

A 2.62 g/t gold float rock sample was collected in the upper reaches of the eastern branch of
Suguma Creek, about 300m north of the main Suguma mineralisation (see Figure 5). This has
not been tracked to source and remains to be followed up. It shows that there is at least one
additional mineralised zone to the north of the defined Suguma mineralisation.

•

The Ima Zone is located about 400m east of central Suguma in Kapia Creek (see figure 6 for
some creek names).
o

Ima could represent Suguma’s strike extension to the east, but this is a tenuous correlation
at this stage. The eastern ridge and spur soil line (noted above) did not appear to
document a strike extension to Suguma, however, it had a peak assay of 0.16 g/t gold off
the general Suguma strike line which could represent the strike extension of the Suguma
mineralisation being fault offset or a discrete new zone of gold mineralisation.
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o

Ima is defined by gold and base metal anomalous stream sediment silt and panned
concentrate samples to 0.166 g/t gold and 5.9 g/t gold, respectively. The area is part of
the anomalous gold and zinc in stream sediment zone noted for Suguma, but it is not
anomalous in lead.

o

The last exploration conducted at the Bulago EL in 1997 consisted of geological mapping
plus limited outcrop sampling at various prospects including Ima and virtually all the Ima
samples were strongly anomalous including:
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•



12.5 g/t gold + 24 g/t silver + 0.66% zinc over a 2m true width fault breccia.



26.3 g/t gold + 30 g/t silver + 1.88% zinc + 0.92% lead in a grab sample of outcrop.



8.9 g/t gold + 132 g/t silver over a 0.5m wide outcrop.



0.563 g/t gold + 57 g/t silver + 0.12% copper over a 1m wide outcrop.



The samples noted above show several distinct geochemical variations including high
gold and lower silver + zinc, moderate/high gold + high silver (but no zinc) and low
gold + moderate silver + weak copper. These variations suggest multiple zones of
mineralisation that strongly warrant additional exploration.



It is noted that while these intervals are relatively narrow they are highly significant,
as mineralisation is structurally controlled, outcrop is generally not continuous and
therefore sampling is by necessity also often discontinuous.

The rock samples collected at Suguma have been shipped to the laboratory and their assay
results are expected to be announced in late December.

FUNUTU PROSPECT
•

Funutu is located four kilometres to the SE of Suguma.

•

The prospect is defined by extremely consistent and high-grade gold in stream sediment silt
and panned concentrate samples to 2.09 g/t gold and 180 g/t gold, respectively. In addition,
there are areally extensive strong zinc and lead drainage anomalies coincident with the gold.

•

This is the same geochemical signature as the Suguma mineralisation, but the coincident gold
and base metal anomalies at Funutu are more consistent, stronger and cover a much larger
area. This likely reflects more widespread mineralisation and increased prospectivity for the
discovery of a potentially economic deposit.

•

The nearby Jabaru Prospect has the highest panned concentrate anomalies in the entire
Bulago EL and is contiguous with and located to the WNW of Funutu. The Funutu-Jabaru area
is a highly consistent and strong zone of stream sediments and panned concentrate anomalism
over a 3km strike length.

•

No meaningful exploration has previously been conducted at the Funutu Prospect; it has never
been systematically mapped, outcrop rock or soil sampled, trenched or drilled.

•

Previous explorers collected very high-grade precious and base metal intrusive / breccia rock
samples from outcrop and historic assay results included to 197 g/t gold + 363 g/t silver +
0.55% copper + 5.72% zinc + 5.5% lead, also 108 g/t gold + 200 g/t silver + 0.38% copper + 4.8%
zinc + 2.63% lead and 43 g/t gold +120 g/t silver + 0.49% copper + 1.7 % zinc + 0.86% lead.

•

Frontier’s exploration was recently and successfully concluded at Funutu. The high-grade
zones noted above have been partly relocated. Unfortunately a landslide has covered the
general area where they were located, making exploration difficult and hand trenching
pointless.

•

The Company is undertaking a major rock sampling reconnaissance program in the area to
define strike extensions to the known mineralisation and also new zones for trenching in 2010.

SKARN MINERALISATION
•

The skarn potential of the Bulago region had never been previously evaluated past collecting a
few float rock samples.

•

Skarns can be significant mineral deposits, often containing large tonnages of higher-grade
base and precious metal mineralisation.

•

Skarn mineralisation forms in limestones and similar sediments that are proximal to porphyry
copper intrusions. They result from chemical reactions between the limestones and the
introduced hot metaliferous hydrothermal fluids.

•

Bulago has both required lithologies proximal to each other and as such, there is a good
probability of locating economically significant skarn mineralisation around the entire 10 km
long margin of the basin within the areally extensive limestones.
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•

A historic sample of a 1.5m boulder of
skarn assayed 145 g/t gold + 11g/t silver
+ 0.78% copper + 8.6% zinc + 0.34% lead.
It was reported as located 1.5 km to the
SE of Suguma and 2 km downstream from
Funutu. The boulder has not yet been relocated, but that is perhaps due to the
present high water levels in the creek.

•

Frontier’s exploration in the headwaters
of Funutu Creek (just to the south of
Funutu Prospect) has located highly
mineralised skarn outcrop and float,
proving the existence of in-situ skarn
mineralisation.

•

The skarn mineralisation consists of
massive sphalerite (zinc) and galena
(lead), plus lesser chalcopyrite (copper).
Massive magnetite (iron) skarn has also
been located.

•

There is a good possibility that the
Company’s soil sampling program will
document anomalous, multi-element
base and precious metal anomalies and
skarns at Bulago.

ADDITIONAL EXPLORATION TARGETS (Not
Previously Released to the ASX)
The exploration potential of the Bulago
Exploration License is very impressive.
There are many different mineralised
zones within the local ~14 sq km area and
at least 3 different major styles of
potentially economic mineralisation have
been discovered in outcrop.
Many strongly gold and base-metal anomalous
areas are being evaluated by soil sampling
during the present program. The entire area
and all of these specific prospects clearly
warrant substantial further exploration.
Bulalo (AuK-1) Prospect
•

The Bulalo Prospect is the second most
advanced prospect within the Bulago
Exploration License. It is a relatively
strongly gold mineralised, but weakly
copper anomalous porphyry copper
intrusion.

•

Bulalo covers an area of about 1.5 sq km
in the central sector of the Bulago basin
and the associated precious and base
metal drainage anomalies.

•

The area is centred on a 700m wide and
~2,500m long NW-SE trending argillically
to propylitically altered, leucocratic
hornblende
diorite
stock
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silicification and very localised potassic alteration), plus an associated multiphase dyke swarm
extending at least 1,000m around it (generally).
•

The prospect is defined by up to 0.73 g/t gold in stream sediment silt and 96.0 g/t gold in
panned concentrate.

•

The first gold explorer in the region undertook ridge and spur soil sampling and defined
several substantial gold in soil anomalies, with coincident copper (Figure 6). The peak gold
grade in soil was 0.45 g/t. Check sampling (Figure 7) returned more areally extensive
anomalous gold in soil results, but copper was effectively the same. It is not known why this
variation occurred, but many samples were nearing the 0.1 g/t gold cutoff in the first batch
of samples and they may have just crossed that threshold in the second batch. It could also be
a combination of that, plus different sampling size fractions or minor lab discrepancies, etc.

•

Strangely, very limited creek outcrop sampling has been conducted, but assay results to 2m of
0.18 g/t gold +65 g/t silver + 0.46% copper have been obtained. This is unusually high silver
for this type of target and likely represents a structural zone within the intrusive that should
be further evaluated.

•

A total of 26 pits were excavated in 1986/87 within a 300m x 400m zone of gold anomalous
soils and sampled with vertical channels.
o

Most pits were gold anomalous (>0.1 g/t gold) and statistically they were 2 to 3 times
greater than the average grade of the soil samples.

o

The best channel samples returned included 3.38 g/t gold, 1.18 g/t gold and 0.78 g/t
gold.

o

The highest gold grades appear to be correlated with remobilised zones of stronger iron
oxides.

o

The pits were assayed for gold only in 1986 and the highest known copper value from
1987 is 900ppm.

o

It is unclear if there is any supergene enrichment of the copper and increased grades at
depth.

o

The pitting did not intersect fresh rock and may not reflect primary grades.

•

Frontier’s soil sampling program will entirely cover the Bulalo Prospect and will provide much
better coverage than presently exits. Contouring of the forthcoming assay results should
provide future trenching and drilling targets

•

The Company has completed extensive hand trenching at Bulalo to attempt to define higher
grade gold zones and assess Bulalo’s potential to host economic gold mineralisation.

•

Drilling was recommended by the previous explorers in conjunction with Suguma, but this was
never accomplished. No effective exploration has been conducted on this area for 22 years.

Jabaru Prospect
•

The Jabaru Prospect is located 1 to 1.5km WNW of Funutu and has had very limited historic
reconnaissance exploration conducted. It consists of 2 relatively long drainages covering a
rugged area of about 1.5 sq km.

•

Jabaru is contiguous with Funutu and likely represents Funutu’s strike extension to the WNW.
The Funutu – Jabaru region has a total strike length of 3 km and a width of 1km.

•

The area had the highest panned concentrate samples in the entire Bulago basin with >13,000
contained micrograms of gold in a concentrate sample that assayed 569 g/t gold.

•

Small gold nuggets have been panned from Jabaru Creek and the adjoining Mukabalu Creek
(located to the ESE between Jabaru and Funutu Creeks).

•

Stream sediment silt samples returned up to 1.88 g/t gold.

•

Three ridge and spur soil lines were completed historically (generally in the lower parts of the
creeks) and many double point (>60m) gold anomalies were defined. One 5 point anomaly was
also defined being 150m wide/long with a peak grade of 0.132 g/t gold.
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•

An historic ridge and spur soil sample assayed 1.13 g/t gold (with a re-sample assay of 0.86
g/t gold). Unfortunately, the location was not plotted and is only known as ‘west of Jabaru
Creek’. It is believed to be designated AuE-VI on figure 7, which is an important multi
element soil anomaly in the headwaters of Jabaru Creek, near the limestone /intrusive
contact. The AuE-VI anomaly appears to join with multi-element anomaly CuE-V/ZnE-III,
which is located about 750m to its SE.

•

About 35 float and some limited outcrop rocks were previously collected in Jabaru and
adjoining Mukabalu Creeks, all in the lower reaches of the creeks; few samples were
significantly gold anomalous. The upper reaches of the creeks were not evaluated due to
more difficult access.

•

The peak float rock assay returned 1.08 g/t gold in intrusive. Other peak assays were 0.12%
copper and 0.225% zinc in separate samples.

•

Frontier geologists are currently reconnoitering this region and massive sulphide float rocks
have already been discovered. The area is planned to be covered by Frontier’s soil sampling
grid..

•

The Jabaru area has good potential for high-grade intrusive related gold and also precious and
base-metal skarns higher up the creek within the limestones and at the intrusive/limestone
contact.

Orolupe Prospect
•

Orolupe has very good potential for intrusive related and skarn precious and base-metal
mineralisation. It has had very limited historic reconnaissance exploration conducted.

•

The prospect is located 3km NNE of Funutu and it consists of 2 short drainages covering an
area of about 0.5 sq km. It is planned to be covered by Frontier’s soil sampling grid.

•

Outcrop rock assays returned grades such as 2m of 3.78 g/t gold + 6 g/t silver + 0.141% copper
and also 2m of 1.35 g/t gold + 24 g/t silver + >1% zinc + 0.51% lead (the over detection limit
zinc sample was not re-run to determine its actual grade).

•

An outcrop grab sample retuned 0.75% copper + >1% zinc + 0.524 g/t gold + 51 g/t silver (the
over detection limit zinc sample was not re-run to determine its actual grade).

Several additional Prospects remain to be evaluated and explored at a later date and they are:
Fornusu Prospect
•

The Fornusu Prospect is a highly prospective area for intrusive related and skarn precious and
base-metal mineralisation with very limited historic exploration.

•

Fornusu is not being covered by the planned soil sampling program for 2009 due to logistical
and time constraints. However, following the discovery of skarn mineralisation in outcrop
south of Funutu, it was decided to attempt a geological and rock sampling evaluation of the
contact zone at Fornusu also.

•

The area is located 2km NE of Suguma and is defined by a 2 sq km gold and base metal stream
sediment silt and panned concentrate drainage anomaly, with assay results to 0.192 g/t gold
and 59.7 g/t gold, respectively.

•

The headwaters of Fornusu Creek (where the limestones occur) have never been geologically
evaluated and there is a good possibility of locating skarn mineralisation in that region.

•

Very limited historic rock outcrop sampling obtained assays such as 1m grading >1% copper
with 0.409 g/t gold + 21 g/t silver (the over detection limit copper sample was not re-run to
determine its actual grade). An additional ~1m sample graded 2.65 g/t gold, plus lead and
zinc.

•

Historic rock float sampling returned to 1.17% copper + 12.6 % zinc + 0.412 g/t gold + 31 g/t
silver and also 10.0 g/t gold only, suggesting the existence of 3 different styles of
mineralisation (high-grade precious + base-metal veins, high-grade gold and precious + basemetal skarns).
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Sunguru Prospect
•

The Sunguru Prospect is located approximately 800m north and west of Suguma and consists
of Sunguru, Omia and Gunabu Creeks; it covers an area of about 0.75 sq km.

•

Panned concentrate samples from Sunguru included up to 13 g/t gold. Another sample
contained 5.9 g/t gold and also had a complimentary silt sample grading 0.141 g/t gold.

•

Omia Creek has only had 3 rock float samples collected historically and those assays included
16.5 g/t gold, 8.5 g/t gold and 1.56 g/t gold.

•

Gunabu Creek had 4 samples collected and 3 samples were anomalous, with a peak grade of
0.327 g/t gold + 4 g/t silver. These results are low tenor gold anomalies, however, they are
significant because they were collected from mineralised outcrop.

Ridge and Spur Soil Anomalies, Work Completed and Results
•

Reconnaissance ridge and spur soil sampling was completed historically and it defined
multiple gold and base metal anomalous zones peripheral and separate to the prospects
discussed previously.

•

The criterion to be an anomaly was to have at least 2 consecutive soil assays >0.1 g/t gold.
This anomalous distance equated to a 60m or greater width/ length for the ridge and spur soil
sampling. There were many other single point anomalies >0.1 g/t gold with adjoining assays
>0.8 g/t gold that are not plotted (see Figure 6 for their locations and anomaly numbers ie.
AuK-soil number).

•

Plan 7 shows the anomalies defined by the re-sampling of ridge and spur soils (as previously
discussed in the Suguma section). Note that not all the same ridge and spur lines were resampled and a few additional lines were undertaken, so the plans are not totally comparable.
Basically, the areas external to the sub-circular total ‘anomalous zone’ shown in the figures
were not sampled.

•

Many of the strongest individual gold anomalies were historically tested with limited pitting
and the associated vertical channel sample assays returned variable gold results. This
technique is not necessarily the most appropriate in this environment with steep slopes and
the geochemical dispersion haloes that are likely to be displaced downslope from the actual
source. Hand trenching within and upslope from the soil anomalies would have been more
appropriate. It would potentially have documented the anomalies better and is the technique
that Frontier will use in the future.

•

Soil anomalies AuK-II through VI (2-6) were tested by a combined total of 12 pits, but they
were noted as generally only having weakly anomalous gold.

•

Anomaly AuK-VII (7) is 270m wide/long (0.9 g/t gold cutoff) on a single ridge and spur
sampling line. It had soil results to 0.56 g/t gold and many samples above 0.2 g/t gold. Pitting
returned assays to 0.362 g/t gold in highly pyritic, silicified leucocratic diorite, but generally
assays were significantly lower. Further work was recommended but never undertaken.

•

Anomaly AuK VIII (8) has about 14 anomalous soil samples in 2 crossing ridge and spur lines,
forming a 250m long teardrop shape. The peak soil assay was 0.42 g/t gold. Six pits were dug
within the anomaly and to its SW, with best results of 0.183 g/t gold and 0.116% copper. Five
of the 6 pits contained at least 1 sample >0.1 g/t gold, but several pits also showed assays
that appeared to decrease in gold tenor with depth. One pit did not reach bedrock.

•

Anomaly AuK-IX (9) is 210m wide/long with a peak assay of 0.36 g/t gold. It is located in a
contact zone between hornfelsed sediments and intrusive. Three pits were dug with a peak of
0.262 g/t gold, but results were generally low.

•

It is anticipated that the extent of these precious and base-metal anomalous soil zones will be
enhanced by the grid-based soil sampling, as ridge and spur soil sampling produces disjointed
anomalies (from my experience).

•

Mineralisation trends will be defined from the contoured precious and base-metal grid-based
soil assay results and this will ultimately result in the definition of additional prospects and
future trenching and drilling targets.
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Landowner Relations
•

The entire upper Bulago drainage basin is uninhabited.

•

The landowners living 5 to 10 kilometres downstream in this relatively remote area all wholeheartedly support exploration and possible future mine development on their land as a means
of improving their lives and those of their children.

•

There are no aid-posts or schools within the 219 sq km Exploration License and children that
do attend primary school go Kopiago, which is located about 32 very hard walking kilometres
to the east.

•

These facts partly reflect why landowners are very pleased with our presence and the
economic support that exploration provides through labour wages, vegetable/ produce
purchase and compensation for camp sites, helipads and economic trees etc.

•

The entire adult male population of the landowner’s two villages, except a few very old men,
are being employed to assist Frontier’s soil sampling and geological crews for most of the
duration of the exploration program.

•

There are no known negative environmental, social/ land use or historical issues relating to
the Exploration License.

For additional information relating to the Bulago Project or Frontier Resources Ltd, please see the
ASX releases dated 2/9/2008 and 11/9/2009, visit our website at www.frontierresources.com.au
or feel free contact me.
FRONTIER RESOURCES LTD
P.A.McNeil, M.Sc.
MANAGING DIRECTOR
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by, or compiled under the supervision of
Peter A. McNeil - Member of the Aust. Inst. of Geoscientists. Peter McNeil is the Managing Director of Frontier Resources, who consults to the
Company. Peter McNeil has sufficient experience which is relevant to the type of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration to
qualify as Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the Australasian Code of Reporting Exploration Results. Peter McNeil consents to
the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.
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